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As most of my followers on social media and Substack must know by now, I have spent a
considerable amount of time the last two years trying to discover the actual ingredients of the
new COVID vaccines. The reason is simple: Big Pharma has gone to considerable trouble to hide

them.

Do the Big Pharma companies want to submit the vaccines to independent analysis? They do
not! Do the Big Pharma companies want to disclose all the ingredients? They do not! Do the Big
Pharma companies have any liability for lying to the public about the proprietary ingredients in
their vaccines? They do not.

We have a leaked copy of the legal agreement that Big Pharma companies (allegedly) have forced
nation-states to sign in order to get the new COVID vaccines. These contracts include
indemni�cation clauses that no sane human being would ever sign. This copy leaked from
Albania:
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One thing is certain: Big Pharma is not standing behind these products. They’re totally
experimental and untested and so forth — so why are the world’s governments so hellbent on
injecting their citizens with this stu�?

I received a tip regarding some of these ingredients, and so I did what nobody in American
corporate journalism does anymore: I checked the primary sources.

Allow me to share my secret and very profound methodology:

1) I went to the MODERNA website.

2) I clicked to the PATENTS page.

3) I found PATENT US 10,703,789

4) I conducted a keyword search for something called: Luciferase.

Such are the complex technical skills which have been lost by corporate journalists. So what did I
�nd there? Well, sitting on page 46 in table 4, you will see that I found something called
Luciferase:
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Luciferase is an enzyme that can produce bioluminescence. (It can make things glow, basically.)
That’s why Luciferase is commonly used in the biomedical industry. It’s used to tag very tiny
things like cells or proteins so that you can track them.

It tags things so you can track them.

Was Luciferase listed as an ingredient in the COVID vaccines by Big Pharma? No it was not.
(You can check here at the CDC website.) So the next question becomes: why would Big Pharma
not disclose that Luciferase is an ingredient in the vaccines - since it’s clearly listed (in at least
one patent from one company) as being used?

The reason is rather ominous: Big Pharma has big plans for Luciferase and Big Government has
big plans for it too. The U.S. military’s technology arm DARPA is currently �ghting with
Moderna over the ownership of the COVID vaccine because DARPA has “funded an implantable
biochip” that could be used “to deploy” it:

Despite this, however, one obstacle to the deployment of Moderna’s vaccine is the method of
delivery. While Moderna is developing its own system, it’s unlikely to get Food and Drug

Administration (FDA) approval any time soon. Enter Profusa, which is developing a nanoscale
biochip that can detect symptoms of an infection.

Profusa’s biochip is made using a technology called “hydrogels” that were a product of the “In
Vivo Nanoplatforms” (IVN) program that DARPA’s Biological Technologies O�ce (BTO)
launched in 2014 to develop implantable nanotechnologies.

These hydrogels are so�, �exible nanomachines that are injected beneath the skin to perform
monitoring. This hydrogel includes a specially engineered molecule that sends a �uorescent
signal outside the body when it begins to �ght infection. This signal can then be detected by
a sensor attached to the skin that can then be sent to an app or even to a doctor’s website.

Why is the U.S. military working with vaccine companies to create micro-chips (that’s

“hydrogels” or “nanotech”!) that will send a “�uorescent signal” (that’s Luciferase!) detectable by
an app on your smartphone? When did DARPA get involved in public health policy exactly? That
strange question leads to other strange questions like: why did the Pentagon fund the Wuhan
Lab of Virology to “study” weaponizing bat coronaviruses? Neither DARPA nor the Pentagon
are well known for being leaders in health care, to say the very least.

In fact, Big Pharma and Big Government have big plans for future vaccine shots that have

“dissolvable needles” and quantum dot tattoos along with other amazing technology like
embedding vaccine records beneath the skin of your children with invisible ink. According to
one article: “Along with the vaccine, a child would be injected with a bit of dye that is invisible to
the naked eye but easily seen with a special cell-phone �lter, combined with an app that shines
near-infrared light onto the skin.” That article was written in 2019: that’s just before the COVID

crisis. That leads me to another thought: COVID-19 seems to be a very convenient “accidental
lab leak” from China for introducing new technology.

Under the cover of vaccinating people, we are really preparing to tag and track people. The once
free nations of the West are testing a new authoritarian system of total control under the guise of
public health. Just look at Australia or New Zealand or Canada or Italy to see how basic civil

rights have been suspended inde�nitely and a pseudo-medical tyranny has been installed. The
Great Reset is being implemented with the lie that it’s all about “protecting your health.” Our
military and intelligence agencies are not confronting China — they're copying China. A
totalitarian nightmare is being imported into free countries through surveillance technologies.

You don’t have to be a Christian to understand that such technology will be used to build a
global surveillance state. The vaccine mandates have already led to vaccine passports. The

vaccine passports are basically QR codes to track you by connecting to your smartphone. This
will inevitably lead very soon to biometric ID embedded into your body. You won’t be able to
enter restaurants or buy groceries or go to work without it. As the Bible says: no one will be able
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to buy or sell anything except those that have the mark. You will know the mark by its name,
which is the name of the beast: the enemy of all mankind who, before he fell, was an angel of
light named Lucifer. That’s why “Luciferase” should send a chill down your spine.

So I sent out the following tweet to my followers (with a video showing the Luciferase patent
information) earlier this week:

This one tweet was su�cient, apparently, to get the word “Luciferase” trending on Twitter. (I
didn’t notice at the time because I was busy covering the Glenn Youngkin victory on election
night.) It was not until the next day that it became clear this one tweet had stirred up all the Big

Pharma bots working remotely from Beijing.

The largest producer of misinformation in America, The Washington Post, ran a piece on my
tweet where I was branded a “COVID conspiracy theorist.” The Daily Beast ran a piece and then
ran a second piece. Something called The Hill ran a piece. The forgotten boomer �nance
magazine Forbes got involved. Vanity Fair, the perfume ad magazine, did a little column on it.
Then it became an international thing with The Independent and The Daily Mail chiming in.
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Now you have to ask yourself: are my tweets about vaccine ingredients really making headline
news around the world? I checked with my husband �rst to see if I was indeed that famous. His
response was disappointing. He told me: “At best, you’re semi-famous.” When corporate media

outlets around the English-speaking world all start to scream in such coordinated fashion, you
know you’ve hit a nerve. Why would they suddenly go crazy over the COVID vaccine
ingredients?

It’s because Big Journalism is being paid by Big Pharma to not disclose the truth. In fact, Big
Pharma is paying Big Journalism to actively hide the truth around the world. Why do you think

the COVID journalist Alex Berenson got kicked o� Twitter? Why did the corporate media
unleash a hate campaign against feminist icon Naomi Wolf? Why isn’t ex-P�zer chief scientist
Dr. Michael Yeadon allowed to speak? How is it possible that the inventor of mRNA vaccines
himself, Dr. Robert Malone, is not a household name around the world? You know the answer:
they have all warned us about the dangers of the new COVID vaccines. They have been silenced
by Big Tech and Big Pharma because they have all dared to tell the truth.

They are not alone. How many thousands have been banned or suspended already by Big Tech
for questioning the COVID vaccines in our supposedly free nation? How many of your civil
rights, your constitutional rights, can they trample before your very eyes? America is no longer a
constitutional republic: it’s more like a corporate oligarchy where Big Pharma and Big Tech and
Big Government tell you every day what you’re allowed to do on Zoom calls from the CDC with

Dr. Fauci. They’re not even pretending anymore. This is something like Day 575 of “15 days to
slow the spread.” Our so-called civil servants and elected o�cials are never going to give up their
new “emergency powers” on their own. They mean to rule over us, and everybody knows it.

That’s why the COVID-19 pandemic is being used to force everyone to get the new vaccines.
That’s why natural immunity doesn’t count to anyone in the medical community. That’s why

religious exemptions have disappeared at your work, along with medical exemptions. That’s why
Ivermectin and hydroxychloroquine (and every other therapeutic drug) were swi�ly outlawed.
That’s why your 5 year old child will be “encouraged” and then coerced and then forced to take
the jab, just as you were “encouraged” and then coerced and then forced to take the jab. That’s
why the global vaccination campaign never stops when the already vaccinated start to get sick
with COVID, or young boys suddenly die from heart in�ammation, or world famous soccer

players collapse on TV in the middle of games. That’s why health data (whether from Israel or
Sweden or Florida or your local hospital) is totally irrelevant. The vaccine is being forced on
everyone because the vaccine and the vaccine passport are the essential tools of a global
surveillance system that will end everyone’s basic human freedom.

You have been warned.
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Liz Nov 4, 2021 Liked by Emerald Robinson

OUTSTANDING! Everything you said is true (I have been doing research) but I believe there is even
more evil to come from the forced "vaccines". I believe there are multiple reasons why they are forcing
this on the world and none of them are for the benefit of all humankind.
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RevMikeyMac Nov 5, 2021

This is getting very scary - when will they start "hiding" this in EVERY vaccine given to our children
(including as infants)? I've got four grown kids, five grandkids (one more on the way), and I'm ready to
DIE to PROTECT THEM from our evil government!
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